
 

 

 

Sambalpur Dairy,  At/PO: Goshala, SAMBALPUR- 768025 
PHONE NO: (0663) 2570829,  Fax- 2571072 

E-Mail- omfedsbpdairy@gmail.com. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Name of the route  :       ____________________________________ 

 

Submission of filled in Tender Documents:-                           within 1.30 PM  

                                                                                                      on 13.06.2017 

Opening of Tender:-                                                                   at  2.00 PM    

                                                                                                      on 13.06.2017 

Name of Tenderer: _________________________ 

 

Address: _________________________________ 

  ________________________________________ 

  ________________________________________ 

Telephone No: ____________________________ 

 

                                                                    Cost of Tender Document –Rs.500/- + VAT 5% =  Rs.525/- 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Corporate Office: - The Odisha State Co-operative Milk Producers Federation Ltd, D-2 Sahid 
Nagar, Bhubaneswar = 751 007, Phone No. (0674)-2544576, 2540273 & 2546030 

E-Mail- omfed@yahoo.com 
 
 

 
TENDER  FOR ENGAGEMENT  OF  INSULATED VEHICLES 

IN  SAMBALPUR  DAIRY 
FOR TRANSPORTATION  OF  MILK, MILK PRODUCTS & 

HORTICULTURE PRODUCTS. 
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Sambalpur Dairy,  At/PO: Goshala, SAMBALPUR- 768025 

Phone No.0663-2570829, FAX-2571072 
_TENDER   NOTICE FOR ENGAGEMENT OF VEHICLES 

Sealed tender in prescribed form are invited from the Transporters for engagement of Insulated Covered, Flat 
Body Transport vehicles with carrying capacity- of 5000 Ltrs. / 2700 Ltrs./ 1600 Ltrs. / 1200 Ltrs. / Three 
Wheelers on KM / Trip rate basis for transportation & distribution of Milk & Milk products in 17 routes of 
Sambalpur Dairy for a contract period of 3 years. The successful bidder, having non-insulated vehicles will be 
allowed one month time from the date of our order to INSULATE the vehicles & only insulated vehicles will 
be allowed to run in all our routes.  

The tender paper with detail terms & conditions can be purchased  from Omfed Sambalpur  Dairy on any 
working days, between 10.30 A.M. to 1.00 P.M., from  dt: 01.06.2017  to  dt.13.06.2017 on payment of 
Rs.525/- ( Rupees Five hundred twenty-five  only) either in cash or in shape of Demand Draft , drawn in 
favour of Omfed Sambalpur Dairy, payable at Sambalpur. The tender document can also be downloaded from 
OMFED website www.omfed.com. and submitted on the due date along with the tender paper cost of 
Rs.525/- in shape of Demand Draft. 

The  filled- in sealed tender documents alongwith EMD of  Rs. 5,000 /-, in shape of DD, along with   all 
required  documents / certificates, should reach at Sambalpur Dairy  by 13.06.2017 1.30 P.M. & will be 
opened on the same day at  2 PM in presence of interested bidders . Tenders without EMD or incomplete in 
any manner shall not be accepted. For each route one tender document along with EMD is to be deposited. 
EMD of the bidder  those who will withdraw from the tender  process or will not engage the vehicle after 
getting the work order  in such cases the EMD will be forfeited. The EMD to the unsuccessful bidders will be 
refunded on written application after completion of the tender process.   

OMFED reserves the rights to accept or reject any or all tenders without assigning any reason thereof. 

Any modification, addition or deletion in the tender notice or information related to the tender notice 
shall be available in our website only. 

 

                                  PLANT MANAGER 

 

………………. 
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Details of Routes for which the Vehicles are required with carrying 
capacity.. 

Sl. Name of 
Route 

Carrying capacity 
of the 
vehicle.(Insulated 

Area covered Van timing Approx 
Length 
(to & fro 

    Report 
in 
Dairy 

Leave 
with 
Load 

Com
plite 
Distri
butio
n 

 
 
 
 

01. Bargarh-
Morning-1 

To carry 275 nos. 
of filled crates. Goshala to Bargarh 

3.00 
A.M 

3.30 
A.M 

5.00 
A.M 

A      B 
97 / 122 
KMS 

02. Kuchinda 
Morning 

To carry  160 nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to Kuchinda 

3.00 
A.M 

3.3 
A.M 

5.00 
A.M 

 
198 
KMS 

03. Padampur 
Morning 

To carry  160 nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to Padampur 

3.30 
A.M 

4.00 
A.M 

5.30 
A.M 

 
300 
KMS 

04. Rairakhol To carry  275 nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to Rairakhol 3.30 

A.M 
4.00 
A.M 

5.30 
A.M 

185 
KMS 

05. IB-Thermal 
Morning-B 

To carry 275 nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to IB-Thermal 12.30 

A.M 
1.00 
A.M 

3.00 
A.M 

168 
KMS 

06. IB-Thermal 
Evening 

To carry  160 nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to IB-Thermal 1.00 

P.M 
1.30 
P.M 

2.30 
P.M 

195 
KMS 

07. Jharsuguda 
Eve-1 

To carry  160 nos. 
of filled crates Goshala-to Jharsuguda 1.00 

P.M 
1.30 
P.M 

2.30 
P.M 

161 
KMS 

08. Burla-HKD 
Morning-1 

To carry  275 nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to Burla-HKD 4.00 

A.M 
4.30 
A.M 

5.30 
A.M 

64 
KMS 

09. Burla-HKD 
Evening-1 

To carry  120 
nos.of filled crates Goshala to Burla-HKD 2.30 

PM 
3.00 
PM 

3.30 
PM 

64 
KMS 

10. Burla-HKD 
Morning 

To carry  120  nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to Burla-HKD 4.00 

A.M 
4.30 
A.M 

5.30 
A.M 

64 
KMS 

11. Sambalpur 
Morn-2 

To carry  275 nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to Sambalpur 1.30 

AM 
2.00 
AM 

3.00 
AM 

54 
KMS 

12. Sambalpur 
Even-2 

To carry  275  nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to Sambalpur 2.30 

PM 
3.00 
PM 

3.30 
PM 

64 
KMS 

13. Deogarh To carry  275 nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to Deogarh 1.00 

AM 
1.30 
AM 

3.00 
AM 

237 
KMS 

14. Sonepur 
Morning 

To carry  275 nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to Sonepur 12.00 

AM 
12.30 
AM 

3.00 
AM 

189 
KMS 

15. Jharsuguda 
Morn-3 

To carry  275 nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to Jharsuguda 12.30 

A.M 
1.00 
A.M 

3.00 
A.M 

162 
KMS 

16. Jharsuguda 
Even-2 

To carry  160 nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to Jharsuguda 12.30 

PM 
1.00 
PM 

2.30 
PM 

161 
KMS 

17. IB- Thermal 
Morn-A 

To carry  500  nos. 
of filled crates Goshala to IB-Thermal 1.00 

AM 
1.30 
AM 

3.30 
AM 

212 
KMS 

                           Contd…P/ 4 
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            Conditions for Transportation of Milk & Milk products  & Horticulture Products 
in OMFED milk routes. 

01. Careful  distribution:- 

i) The Milk vans will have to receive Milk & Milk products and other Omfed products like Horticulture 
items, Agro products etc. from dairy & distribute to all the Whole sellers & agents in their allotted 
routes. Since Milk & Milk products are highly perishable commodities hence these are to be 
transported carefully for delivery to all the Omfed agents/ Whole Sellers in the routes, every day, in 
scheduled time. Therefore, the vehicle will have to report in Dairy for loading in right time, leave the 
Dairy, complete milk distribution & report back to Dairy as per the time schedule fixed by the dairy 
from time to time. 

ii)   If any Transporter fails to provide his vehicle/ alternative vehicle due to any problem in his original 
vehicle, this must be intimated to Omfed well in advance. If Omfed arranges altenative vehicles, the 
differential cost so incurred will be recovered from the bills of the original transporter.  

iii)   Any other material of any outside agency should not be loaded in the vehicle either during it’s journey 
with Omfed milk and milk products & horticulture products during it’s return journey. 

iv)  The number of Omfed agents in the route as well as the distance of the route may increase or decrease 
due to increase or decrease of agents in the route or due to changes  made in  the milk route. The 
Transporter will have to operate in the route accordingly & the payment will always be made on the 
basis of actual KM coverage, as certified by Omfed representative for the route, which may vary due 
to the above mentioned reason, as well as  due to exigencies like alternative road during flood, road 
blockage etc .  

v)  The transporter will distribute the milk or milk products to the Omfed approved booths or agents only 
as per the direction of the Route-in-charge or Wholesaler or as per truck sheet & get signature of the 
agents on the truck sheet. They will not distribute milk or milk products to any non-approved shops or 
persons at their will under any circumstances. 

VI)  Return of empty Crates & penalty for shortage:-  The Transporter will also collect all the empty 
crates from the agents / whole sellers during his return , on the same day & return to Plant in the 
scheduled time. Incase less number of crates are returned, the value of short supplied crates wil be 
deducted from the bill of the Transporter at the penal rate (double rate than latest purchase price). It is 
at the discretion of the Dairy- whether to return or not return the shortage crate cost, once deducted 
from transport bill.  

2)  Collection of Advance & depositing the same:- 
i)  The Transporter will have to deliver the milk to the agents as per their indent & collect advance money 

for the next day, only when they are asked to do so. The advance money will have to be deposited in 
the Dairy cash counter or Bank, or handed over to Omfed representative, as per instruction. The 
transporter will have to intimate  the  indent,  deposit  the  advance   cash / Bank deposit slip in our 
cash counter & return  all  the  crates  to the  plant  within the  specified time  every day, so that the 
crates can be cleaned properly ,filled with Milk/Products  & again sent to the market.  Negligence on 
this aspect will hamper our activities & may call for recovery of crate cost from the monthly bill/ 
imposition of penalty, dis-engagement of the vehicle & forfeiture of the Security Money. 

Contd… P/5. 
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ii)  The transporter is not allowed to keep any portion of Omfed items/ dues with him on any ground. The 
transporter will be responsible for any short delivery, cash misappropriation or theft or misbehavior by 
his staff in the Plant or in the market. Such activities may call for penalty & even at termination of 
Transporting markets of his vehicle & forfeiture of his Security Money. If any cash snatching / theft / 
rubbery happens on the way, he will have to immediately lodge FIR in the local Police Station and 
intimate to  Dairy with a copy of FIR & make claim against his vehicle Insurance . The Transporter 
will have to be cautious & vehicle has to be properly insured for the purpose & the driver should have 
the valid licence to drive the commercial vehicles..                                                                                                                            

3) Careful Lifting from Plant:- 

i) Excess Loading, Short lifting, Leakage & Pkt Short:- The Transporter or his staff will have to 
properly check that exact quantity of Milk / Milk products & crates are loaded in the vehicle, as 
per the indent & truck sheet/ DC. They should properly check to avoid packet shortage in crates 
& leaky packets. If any excess milk/ crate are found from the vehicle at any point of time, after the 
completion of loading by the transporter, for such excess loading, the transporter will be penalized 
as per Omfed rules. For this purpose, the vehicle can be checked at any point after completion of 
loading, in dock or at gate.  Similarly, after the vehicle leaves the dock, the claim for short delivery 
will not be entertained.  

ii)  The Transporter must lift the materials after proper verification. He should properly check & leave 
all leaky packets/ defective packets/ packets with less quantity so that any complain is not received 
from the market in this regard . The Transporter will be held responsible & cost recovery will be 
made from the bill for any short supply/ damage on the way or items damaged due to delay in 
delivery. 

iii) The Transporter must see that any material from the plant ( any item of the Dairy or items of other 
agencies working in Dairy) are  not shifted outside unauthorized in his vehicle without proper 
document, for which, cost recovery will be made, penalty will be imposed  & even such activity 
may call for termination of contract & forfeiture of his Security Money. 

4)  Bill:- As per the rules of OMFED prevailing at present, the transporter will have to submit his 
bill in triplicate for 1st to 15th day of a month  on 16th day & the bill for 16th to 30/31st day by 1st 
day of  the next month so that the bills of all the transporters are processed at a time . The bill 
should be submitted along with a certificate from the route –in-charge in the prescribed format. The  
15 day bills will be paid on 7th & 22nd day of every month. The Printed bill should contain PAN 
No, Name of route, Type of Vehicle & Vehicle Regd. number etc, as per our prescribed format.  
The transport bills will be paid after deduction of Income tax, recovery of all Omfed dues & 
Penalties if any. If the bill is not received in time, it will be considered for payment, during 
processing of bills of all the transporters in the next month. Payment will always be made through 
account payee cheques in the name of  our approved Transporter only or credited to their Bank 
account as fund transfer. Those transporter, who are also whole sellers,  the transport dues may be 
credited to their W/s account looking into their account position.  
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5)   Vehicle Condition &  Insulation:- As per this tender, Omfed only requires Insulated 
vehicles. It is a prerequisite & Omfed will not pay anything extra for the purpose & nothing can be 
claimed on the ground that the transporter had insulated the vehicle as per our advice. Transporters 
who have already got insulated vehicles & who have experience in successfully operating in Milk 
routes,  may indicate the same in their Tender. They will have to attach their experience certificate to 
this effect. But if the successful transporters do not possess insulated vehicle, he will have to insulate 
it within 1 month of receiving our order. He will be paid at 90% of the order rate for the period of 
use of non-insulated vehicle. Similarly if the insulated vehicle is disturbed due to breakdown or 
accident or any other reason, the insulated vehicle will have to be brought back into service at the 
earliest, failing which, he will be paid at the rate for non-insulated vehicles ( 90%) & for continuance 
of such service over 15 days, Omfed may cancel the order &  engage  insulated vehicle of other 
transporters in this route for ensuring supply of good quality Milk & Milk products to the customers.
    

After insulation, the vehicle will be painted with Omfed approved colour & design. It is essential to 
prevent frequent detention of the vehicle by different authorities on the route. The Transporter will 
have to pay the cost of painting to the Omfed approved painter at Omfed approved rate.  The vehicle 
should have Flat body & the vehicle should not be more than 3( Three) years old by the date of 
Tender, from the date of manufacture/ 1st purchase. The certified Xerox copy of RC Book , 
purchase document , fitness certificate, upto date road tax payment receipt, Insurance, driver’s DL are 
essential to be submitted with the tender. The original documents may be called for verification before 
tender finalization.  

6) Disengagement of  Vehicle & Termination of Transport contract:- 
i)  Since Omfed duty is an essential service, Transporters can disengage their vehicle only after serving 

one month  notice as per contract clauses. But if requested by Omfed,  they will have to operate in the 
route in the approved rate till any alternative arrangement is made by Omfed for continuance of milk 
supply to the market/ customers.  

ii)  The transporter must ensure that during the period of their engagement in Omfed, the vehicle is not 
engaged in any un-desired / unlawful activities like transportation of - drugs, wine, alcohol, 
Gutka/Tobacco, poisonous item, bad smell items like- kerosene, petrol diesel, chemicals etc, shifting  
any forbidden items/ men or materials , arms & ammunition ,/ stolen/ black-marketing etc, which will  
hamper the prestige of the Organization. Omfed will no way be responsible for such unauthorized 
activities by the Transporter.  

iii)  Entering Dairy in alcoholic stage / Taking bath  inside the Dairy & washing the vehicle in Dairy by the 
Transporter or his staff are not permitted. Since our vans will be moving in crowded markets, the vans 
must be checked up regularly to make it fit, the van staff must remark free from alcohol & should 
avoid high speed drive.  

iv)  Similarly, Omfed has the right to disengage any vehicle & cancel  the contract by serving one month 
notice, if the contract conditions are deviated or the   essential service of Milk supply is hampered, if 
the route is stopped or changed & such change is not acceptable to the Transporter. If the continuance 
of the Transporter in a route is detrimental to the interest of OMFED, as well as to the agents & 
customers in the route, Omfed has the right to disengage the vehicle with  SHORT NOTICE. 

v) As per the recent notification issued by the Transport & Commerce department Government of 
Odisha the vehicle should have been fitted with speed governor.   
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IMPORTANT CONDITIONS OF THE TENDER 

1. The tender documents can be obtained from Omfed, Sambalpur Dairy, Goshala, on payment of 
Tender cost of Rs.525/- (Rupees Five hundred Twenty five) only in cash/DD. 

 

2. Separate Tender documents are to be purchased   for each milk route and submitted separately, if a 
tenderer wishes to participate for more than one route. 

 

3. The transportation rate is to be quoted for insulated vehicles only. The transporter will be paid 10% 
less if non-insulted vehicle is sent in the route on any ground.          

 

4. Earnest Money deposit (EMD) Rs.5,000/- (Rupees Five thousand only) to be deposited in shape of 
Demand Draft in favour of OMFED, payable at Sambalpur  for each route ,separately with the Tender.
  
 EMD of successful bidders will be converted to Security Deposit. As per order condition, he 
will have to deposit the differential Security amount in Omfed within 15 days of receipt of the order. 
The EMD of unsuccessful bidder will be refunded by a/c payee cheque within 90 days from the date of 
opening of the tenders against their written application. If any party is awarded with the order but does 
not respond or provide his van for work within the given time or fails to deposit the differential SD,  
his EMD/ SD  will be forfeited & we will look for engagement of another party for our work.  

5. The bidders selected for placement of orders will  have to deposit the following amount as 
Security deposit in shape of DD in favour of OMFED Sambalpur Dairy , payable at Sambalpur. 
The Security deposit  will be refunded to the transporter on written request,  after satisfactory 
completion of contract,  after deducting Omfed dues on account  of market out standing, penalties, 
damage recovery, non returned crate cost etc, if any. 
Type of Vehicle                             Security to be kept with Omfed ( including EMD)  

a) For 500 crates Vehicle   Rs.20,000/- for each route 

b) For 275 crates Vehicle   Rs.15,000/- for each route. 

c) For 160 crates Vehicle   Rs.  10,000/- for each route. 

d) For 120 crates Vehicle   Rs.  8,000/- for each route. 

e) For 60 crates Vehicle     Rs.  6,000/- for each route 

              Documents required:  

i) Xerox copies of the R.C Book, in support of ownership & date of purchase. 

                  ii) Fitness Certificate,    iii) Upto date Road Tax clearance. 

iii)  Xerox copy of Insurance coverage for current year. 

iv) Name of vehicle staff, driver and his valid driving license. 

v) Xerox copy of licence of the under Food Safety & Standard Authority of India for 
transportation Milk & Milk Products. 
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6. The successful tenderer must have to execute an agreement (proforma given herewith) in Non-
Judicial stamp paper worth Rs.100/- (Rupees one hundred only), for his engagement as Transport 
Contractor. The agreement will be executed only after insulated vehicle is put into operation & 
Security  Deposit is deposited. Agreement will be made for 3 years, which will be reviewed  
annually on the basis of performance of the Transporter & Van fitness.  

7. The sealed tender must be superscribed  on top of the envelope “TENDER FOR 
TRANSPORTATION OF MILK FOR ROUTE_______________” and will be received at office 
address till the last date & time mentioned in the tender notice. 

8.   Acceptance of Tender: Tender filled in all respect must be sent to “Omfed Sambalpur Dairy, 
At/PO: Goshala, Sambalpur-768025” can be submitted in our plant by hand, within 1.30 PM on 
13.06.2017. The authority is not bound to consider delay in submission  of tender on any ground. 
Incomplete tenders, tenders without EMD and tenders received after specified time will not be 
accepted.  

9. The Federation reserves the right to engage the vehicle in other route, make addition or alteration 
in distance at any time, change the way of a route for which freight will be proportionately 
increased / decreased in the approved K.M rate. The K.M run as checked and certified by the 
marketing division shall be final and biding. Recovery can be made for false claim made in any 
bill, if detected at a later stage. 

                                                                                                               

10. Complete Tender Document to be submitted:-The transporter should put his initial in all pages of the 
tender document. Different conditions mentioned in different parts of the tender are co-related and 
explanatory to each other. If any of these points are found contradictory, the clarification of Omfed to 
that effect will be final and binding. The complete tender document should be submitted along with 
required certificates / annexure. If any part of the tender document is found detached, the tender will be 
treated as incomplete and it will not be accepted. 
 
 

11.    The QUOTED RATE in the tender must be inclusive of all charges for successful completion of   
milk transportation during the entire period of contract  i.e fuel, lubricant, salary of driver & helper, road tax 
and insurance of the vehicle, the fees towards Driving License of the driver, expenses towards repair 
maintenance of the vehicle, loading of milk and milk products in Dairy and unloading the same at respective 
booths, arrangement of alternative vehicles during break down / accident / any other exigencies etc. It also 
includes all other charges, existing charges on the way, which are required for successful milk 
transportation, although  not specifically mentioned herein. But if any new charge is levied on the way, after 
engagement of the Van ,the same shall be reimbursed to the Transporter on submission of receipts only.   
 
 
 

12. While selecting transporters for different route, Omfed will give priority/weightage to the parties with 
following features chronologically. So the tenderers having documentary evidence on these aspects may 
submit the same for consideration.  
 

         i)  Parties having working experience in Milk Transportation or Fast Moving Consumer     
            Goods ( FMCG) duty,  with  good  working record. 
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           ii)  Parties having a number  of  vehicles  &  drivers  at  his  disposal  so  as  to  send  

                  alternative  vehicles/  drivers  incase of  break  down of  original  vehicle or in the  

                   exigencies or as per our urgent  requirement. 

             iii)  Parties  having  good  business/  service/  financial condition. 

  iv)  Parties  having  good  official dealing,  perfect in  paper works,  behavior  etc.  

                   v)  Parties who will ensure no liquore habit  for himself  &  his staff. 

13. OMFED reserves the right to go for  negotiation with the bidders whenever the rate is  felt  
unusually  high and also reserves the  right  to  reject  the  lowest  bid  if  it  is  felt unworkable. If 
the party who is awarded with  the  order  for  transportation,  does  not provide  his  service  
within  the  stipulated  period / discontinues  service   within  few months, or if his service  is  not 
satisfactory, Omfed can call any other bidder to  serve in   the  route  in  his  quoted  rate /  
approved  rate  /  negotiated  rate. The  rates   so negotiated is also supposed to include all the 
related charges mentioned  above.  The finalized / order rate  will  not  be  changed  within the  
contract  period on any ground. Only in the event of increase / decrease of the Diesel  price the 
transportation rate shall be proportionally effected on prorata basis for this. The price of Diesel in 
the PSU oil out lets within Sambalpur Muncipal Corporation area on the day of the placement of 
work order only shall be taken as base price.    

14. The agreement will be signed between the Transporter & Omfed Sambalpur Dairy, after the 
successful / selected Transporter deposits the Security Money & engage Insulated vehicle. The 
form of agreement is attached to the Tender Paper.  After the Transporter accepts the  Order, all 
the agreement clauses are applicable as part of the Order, although the agreement is not made due 
to non completion of  the prerequisites (completion of Two formalities cited herein).  

15. Statements showing the details on different type of vehicles required for different routes and the 
time schedule for each route vehicle  have been notified  in our office notice board and also 
attached to the tender paper. After engaging  Transporters in the desired routes, OMFED may 
select  and enlist some suitable Transporters  for engagement during future requirement.  

 
16. The tenders  will  remain valid  for  a  period of 3 (three) months  from  date  of   opening,  

for finalization,  which  can  be  extended  on  the  mutual  consent  of  the parties. 
17. If any suitable party can’t be finalized to work in the specified route within a reasonable time, 

Omfed may go ahead to make open tender to get a suitable party so as to smoothly continue it’s 
essential service in the interest of the valued customers.  

18. Omfed may stop route service on any day due to less load/ stike/ break down in plant etc, there 
will be no claim for such non service days of the Vans.  

19. Discussion can be held with any officer at any point of time for solving any problem relating to the 
Milk Transportation work. BUT ANY STAFF MUST NOT BE ABUSED OR MANHANDLED                  
( Directly or Indirectly), THE ROUTE SERVICE MUST NOT BE DELAYED OR STOPPED ON 
ANY GROUND, WHICH WILL HAMPER OUR ESSENTIAL SERVICE.   

20. OMFED  reserves  the  right  to  reject or  cancel  any tender  wholly /  partly  without  
        assigning any reason thereof. 

…………………………. 
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   TENDER   APPLICATION 

To 
The Plant Manager, 
Omfed Sambalpur  Dairy. 

 

Sub: Tender for engaging Insulated vehicle for  transportation of Milk &   
        Milk products for agents in Milk Routes. 
         As per your  Tender Notice  dt:-----------------------------, I am quoting my rate  as follows:- 

Sl 
 

Name of the milk 
Route applied for- 

Type of  
Vehicle 

Vehicle 
Regd. No. 

Appx. K.M 
(to & fro) 

All inclusive 
Rate (per Day/ 
K.M  

Present condition of the 
vehicle:(Insulated/ non-
insulated) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Make-  
Model- 
Year of Mfg/ 
Purchase- 

         
_______KM 
 
 

 _________   
/KM   
                               
_________/ 
Day  

Insulated  / 
Non-Insulated 

 

1) Cost of tender paper Rs.525/- deposited vide MR/DD. No: ______________   dated  
_____________ of ______________________Bank. 

2) EMD of Rs.5000/- deposited vide D.D No._______________ dated__________ of  
__________________________Bank.                                                   

3. The above rate has been quoted on the basis of  present Diesel rate of Rs.                   / Ltr. This rate  

    will be proportionately increased/decreased on the basis of change in Diesel price by Omfed as  

    per it’s standard rules.                                                                                                     

I / we hereby declare that, I/We have gone  through the details terms & conditions stated in tender documents before 
filling up my/our rates & submission of the tender paper. I / we  agree to be bound  by the terms & conditions stipulated 
by the Federation for  selection/ engagement of my vehicle, if selected by them.                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                         (     Full Signature of Tenderer ) 

Address:_____________________________________                  Date: __________________ 

 _____________________________________________Tel No: _________________________ 

Van Documents to be Enclosed:- 

Xerox copy of the R.C. Book, Insurance(both vehicle & staff), Fitness Certificate, Road Tax, Pollution Certificate 
etc of the vehicle & driving license of the driver , Road permit etc must be enclosed & Original may be produced 
for verification- whenever required. 

NB: 1)  This application is valid for one milk route only. For each milk route separate tender paper        
              has to  be obtained & submitted separately as per conditions of tender. 
2)   I will enage a Van within 10 days of order & Put insulated  vehicle for use within one month   

(another 20 days). 
I will engage alternative vehicle at my cost , whenever there is any problem in my vehicle.  
I am aware, any or all the  Tenders may be cancelled by OMFED without assigning any reason thereof.       
                                                                                                                               

Contd…P/11.. 
 



 
 

 

:11: 

FORM OF AGREEMENT, AN IMPORTANT PART OPF THE TENDER. 

(This agreement will be made in non-judicial court paper of `100/- after depositing security & other 
engagement of Insulated van for our duty) 

 

A G R E E M E N T . 

THIS AGREEMENT is made on this day of  ____________at Sambalpur between (1) “The Odisha 
State Co-operative Milk Producers’ Federation Ltd.”, an apex co-operative Body registered under the Co-
operative Societies Act 1963 (under Act No.2) Vide Regd.No.06 dated 28.01.1980 and having its registered 
Office at D-2, Saheed Nagar, Bhubaneswar-7 in the state of Orissa(hereinafter referred to as the Federation), ( 
which expression shall unless it be repugnant to the subject or context thereof, include its successors and 
assigns). 

AND 

(2) Sri ____________Age-___ years, S/o. Sri __________ (hereinafter referred as the Transporter) having   
permanent address At-Budaraja(Infront of City Life), Dist-Sambalpur (Which expression shall, unless it 
be repugnant to the subject or context thereof, include its successors and assigns) 

AND WHEREAS, The Federation is interested to hire transport vehicles of different carrying capacity for 
distribution of milk and other allied products from its Sambalpur  Dairy/operational areas to its agents, 
wholesalers and other agencies. 

AND WHEREAS, The Transporter agreed to provide and operate his insulated vehicle having carrying 
capacity of …………….Ltrs. of milk with equivalent no of crates ( one crate carries 10 Ltrs. of Milk & 
weight of one crate is approximately 1 Kg.) for transportation and distribution of milk and other products 
produced and marketed by the Federation in Route________________ in consideration of to and fro Freight 
of Rs___________ (Rupees __________________)only  per Trip under the terms and conditions mentioned 
hereinafter. 

NOW THEREFORE THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSES AS FOLLOWS: 

1. The Transporter shall operate the vehicle as per requirement of the Federation at any time as per the quoted 
price in the tender which is linked with current Diesel price at Sambalpur i.e._____(Rupees only) per liter 
which will increase or decrease in pro-rata on every change of retail diesel price at Sambalpur. Such increase 
or decrease in freight charge will be admissible subject to claim of the transporter along with supporting 
documents i.e. proof of change in diesel price and bills thereof. For change in retail diesel price at Sambalpur 
the consumption of diesel for different carrying capacity of the vehicle will be considered as below. 
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Carrying capacity of vehicle(insulated) Fuel consumption per liter 

800 liters, Auto(80 Crates) 

1200 liters,ACE(120 Crates) 

1600 liters, PICK UP( 160 Crates) 

24 km. 

18 km. 

10 km. 

2700 liters-TATA-407(275 Crates) 8 km. 

3500 liters or more-709(350 Crates) 6 km. 

2.  This agreement is valid for a period of THREE YEARS commencing from_____to ______subject to 
the transporter maintaining insulation and abiding by the terms of the contract. The agreement period 
shall be extended or reduced as per the discretion of the Federation, looking into the performance of 
the Transporter. 

3.  The Federation shall at any point of time make necessary/rescheduling of the route allotted in favour 
of the transporter as mentioned herein keeping in view its business requirement and convenience. On 
such change/rescheduling of the route, the agreed freight shall change accordingly basing on 
prevailing rate offered by the Federation as mentioned herein. 

4.  The Transporter shall have to comply the statutory requirements in respect of men and machine 
(vehicles) deployed by him for performance of the contract as provided under various Acts and Rules 
like ESI, EPF, Factory Act and OMV Act, have insurance and ensure that staff deployed by him are 
well versed with the provisions of the OMV Act as well as road traffic. 

5.  The transporter shall intimate any change of staff and the vehicle whenever so necessitated either on 
instruction from the Federation side or due to business requirement of the transporter. The transporter 
shall also ensure that the statutory requirements under various Acts and Rules are complied while 
making such changes. 

6.  The Transporter will be fully responsible for the loss sustained or damage caused to men and materials 
of the Federation or third party by the vehicle or personnel deployed by the transporter and indemnify 
for such type of losses/damages. The Transporter shall also arrange for immediate replacement of the 
vehicle in the event of accident of the vehicle deployed by him after intimating both orally and in 
writing to Head of Marketing Division and ensure that the service is not affected due to such accident. 
Consequent upon failure of the Transporter to engage alternative van & If Omfed engages alternative 
van, the additional charges (excess) if any, will be charged to the approved Transporter.  

            
7.  The Transporter shall lodge claim within seven days of the billing period, which will be settled by the 

Federation subject to deduction of any tax at source, required to be deducted by the Federation under 
Income Tax Act, 1961 or any other charges as per the act and Rules being in force at any time. 
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8.  The Transporter shall engage the vehicle in good running and road worthy condition. The vehicle staff 

deployed by the transporter should possess adequate knowledge on prevailing Rules and Regulations 
applicable for operation of transport vehicles. The Transporter shall ensure that the vehicle staffs are 
well mannered and courteous in their approach. There shall be no employer and employee relationship 
between the Federation and Transporter and/ or its staff. The Transporter shall provide the identity of 
the staff to be engaged beforehand to the Federation & must produce it to any Govt Authority, 
requiring on the way. 

 
9.  The Transporter shall ensure that its staff are not of criminal background and do not have any pending 

criminal proceeding against them. In the event of any deviation, the Federation shall have the right to 
debar the staff from its activities and on intimation; the transporter shall have to discharge them off 
from their work immediately. The agreement shall stand terminated in the event of any unpleasant 
situation created by the Transporter/s and / or his staff/s inside and /or outside the dairy premises or 
while performing our duty, and the security/EMD be forfeited besides imposition of further penalty. 

 
10.  The Federation shall debar the transporter and its staff from entering into the operational area/premises 

of the Federation if it is so suspected or found involved in the activities like theft, fraud, dishonesty 
and unholy nexus with the security personnel or corrupt officials of the Federation, come under the 
influence of our competitors to affect our sales and misbehaving with the officials of the Federation. 

 
11.  The Federation shall recover the cost of losses and damages caused/sustained arising out of such type 

of above mentioned activities besides penalty from the pending claims of the Transporter. The penalty  
shall be 10 times of losses or damages in the event of theft/loss up to 10 Pkts.(1/2 liter each) and the 
penalty amount be as will be decided by Chairman-cum-Managing Director, OMFED if the theft/loss 
so exceeds more than 10 packets.  

 
12.  The Transporter shall carry the milk and other allied products up to the body height of the vehicle, 

truck sheet, letters, documents, cash etc. of the Federation from the delivery point and deliver the same 
to the addressee/consignee, wholesalers, retailers, marketing parlours or any other place, as per the 
instruction of the Marketing In-charge/Plant Manager or any authorized official of the Federation in 
the specified route with due acknowledgement. The transporter on return journey will collect the truck 
sheet duly filled and any other items from the market and handover to the concerned officer/shift In-
charge. The Transporter shall also have to collect cash/cheque from the Agents/authorized agents and 
deposit the same with the concerned authority/bank as per instruction whenever so required from time 
to time. In the event of default on the part of the transporter to deposit the cash/cheque in time, the 
same shall be recovered along with penalty thereof from his pending claims.   
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13.  The Transporter’s vehicle shall take the delivery of Milk/other products as per Delivery 
challan/Invoice from the delivery point (i.e. dairy dock) after proper counting. Neither the transporter 
nor his staff shall have entry beyond delivery point. 

14.  The Transporter’s vehicle shall report at dairy dock as per the loading and unloading schedule of the 
vehicle and immediately leave the dairy premises after loading and unloading of the vehicle at dairy 
dock as per the case may be under no circumstance the vehicle will be allowed to be parked inside the 
plant premises before or after the loading/unloading accepting time required for the purpose. 
      

15.  The Federation shall have absolute right to check the vehicle at any time during the process of 
transportation/loading either through its designated officials/securities and impose penalty in the event 
of detection of milk/other products in excess of quantity mentioned in the Delivery Challan/Invoice 
during such checking/searching, which may lead to imposition of penalty/termination/cancellation of 
the agreement as will be decided by the Federation. 

16. The Transporter shall return the duly filled in & acknowledged Truck Sheets along with all returnable 
containers (like crates, cans etc.) in good condition to the designated official of the dairy. Any loss or 
damage caused to the containers, any pilferage, theft etc. during the process of transportation shall be 
recovered from the claim of the Transporter. The cost to be recovered in the event of any loss of 
containers and products are as under. 

i) For crate   : Actual landing cost of Crate. 

ii) For loss/damaged products : Retailers price of the products. 

iii) For non-delivery of Milk : Minimum 10% penalty of the Retailers Price. 

     (As per HO ION No-CO/Mktg/GC/13/1308, dt.22.03.2013 & order of CMD dtd.1309, dt.18/22.3.2013) 

The penalty structure for Pilferage of Milk, Product & Crates will be as follows, to be deducted from 
Transport Bill;- 

(i) Up to 10 Pkts ( ½ ltr pack)-   10 Times of MRP 
(ii) From 11 Pkt to 20 Pkts ( ½ ltr pack)- 15 Times of MRP 
(iii) From 21 Pkt to 40 Pkts ( ½ ltr pack)- 18 Times of MRP 
(iv) From 41 Pkt  & more ( ½ ltr pack)- 20 Times of MRP 
(v) For any Product               Twice of MRP 
(vi) For Crates                Actual cost of Crates. 

 
17.  The Transporter’s vehicles shall report to the designated officials of the Dairy in time as specified by 

the Marketing In-charge of the Dairy. In case of delay for the reasons whatsoever, the Federation shall 
have the right to engage any other vehicle as per its convenience to meet the requirement and deduct 
cost thereof including any other loss sustained due to such delay from the claim of the Transporter. 
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18.  The Federation shall recover the loss sustained if any loss by way of penalty imposed by the indenting 
persons/institutions including the Military establishments from the transporter in view of delay in 
delivery or non-delivery of materials.                                                                                                                                          

19.  The Transporter shall not use his vehicles for any other activities like transportation of materials other 
than that of the Federation or passengers while carrying goods of OMFED or returning en-route. If the 
transporter is found engaged in such type of activities then the Federation shall have the right to 
impose penalty up to Rs.1000/- per instance which may also lead to cancellation of agreement.  

20.  The Transporter shall not have any right to assign/transfer the right to operate vehicle to any other 
person under this agreement. In case of breakdown of the engaged vehicles, the transporter shall have 
to take prior permission to engage any other vehicle as a replacement for a temporary period only. In 
such case, the transporter shall be liable for all the acts and payments of the replaced vehicle. 

21.  The Transporter or its staffs will not involve directly or indirectly on strike individually or jointly to 
affect the business of OMFED in any manner. If such situation arises, the Transporter or his staff will 
be liable for the loss with penal action as per law including termination of contract. 

22.  In the event of either party failing to act in accordance with the provisions of the agreement, the 
aggrieved party shall at the first instance try to settle the dispute mutually and amicably without 
affecting to the spirit of the agreement, failing such attempt, the same shall be referred to the 
Managing Director, OMFED by either party, and the decision of .M.D., OMFED shall be final. 

 

23.  Either party shall have the right to part from this agreement by giving at least 1(one) month prior 
notice in writing on other. But the transporter will have to continue his service in the same rate, terms 
& condition till Omfed makes any alternative arrangement, for continuance of the essential service.  

24.  The Transporter shall deposit DD/Pay Order/NSC/KVP/Fixed Deposit duly pledged in favour of 
“OMFED, Sambalpur Dairy ” towards Security Deposit of Rs.15,000.00 for TATA-709, `12000.00 
for TATA-407, `9000.00 for Max Pick up, `7,000.00 for TATA-ACE and `5,500.00 for Three 
wheeler Auto rickshaw Trolley. The EMD of successful Tender will be adjusted towards 
Security & the differential amount can be deducted from 15 day Transport bills. The total 
Security can be refunded within 45 days after the termination of the agreement and on claim by the 
Transporter with original NCR/MR, after deduction of Penalties & Omfed dues, if any. 
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25.  If the Transporter violates any of the terms and conditions this Agreement will be terminated 
immediately and the security will be forfeited pending finalization of bills. In case of any, dispute 
pertaining to this agreement the jurisdiction of  the Court at Sambalpur will apply. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF THE PARTIES HERETO HAVE HERE UNTO SET THEIR HANDS ON 
THE DATE, MONTH AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE WRITTEN 

By and for the transporter 

Signature of the Transporter-                       For and on behalf of  

Full Name:  

 

 

Address- 
                                                       
(Name, Seal & Signature)  
 

Telephone No.                                                           for THE ORISSA STATE COOPERATIVE  
               MILK PRODUCERS’ FEDERATION LTD.  
In the presence of:      In the presence of: 
 
1.___________________________________  1._________________________________ 
 
   ___________________________________  ___________________________________ 
   
2.___________________________________  2._________________________________ 
 
____________________________________  ___________________________________ 
 

                                  ************************** 
 


